THINGYAN is a Sanskrit word meaning “change”, and perhaps it is inevitable that the annual event to welcome the new year has changed over the years.

As the Myanmar year of 1378 comes to a close and the new year of 1379 is ushered in, one thing that has not changed is the enthusiastic throwing of water, a symbolic gesture that allows the washing away of the previous year’s sins and the anticipation of starting a new year with a clean slate.

All over Myanmar, the celebration for Thingyan, or water festival, has commenced. The opening of water throwing pandals occurred across the country yesterday, from large official stages with water hoses to small roadside stands equipped only with barrels of water and small plastic bowls with which to deliver the water to passers by.

Dance troupes perform on the opening of the Nay Pyi Taw Mayor’s pandal to mark opening of the traditional Thingyan New Year festival in the capital yesterday. PHOTO: MNA

Thingyan celebrations kick off
Thingyan celebrations kick off

Nay Pyi Taw’s Thingyan Festival commences with attendance of Vice President U Henry Van Thio

In Nay Pyi Taw, the opening ceremony for the Thingyan pandal attended by Vice President U Henry Van Thio was unveiled by the mayor.

The mayor of Nay Pyi Taw Dr. Myo Aung delivered a new year welcoming speech at the opening ceremony.

Afterwards the Vice President, Union Minister for Information Dr. Pe Myint and Nay Pyi Taw Mayor Dr. Myo Aung cut the ribbon to open the Thingyan Pandal. Then the MRTV Modern music band and various dance troupes from ministries entertained the audiences with dance and song.

Also in attendance were Union Ministers, Union Attorney-General, Chairman of Peace Commission, Chairman of Anti-Corruption Commission and other officials.

In Mandalay, the celebration started at 5am, as members of the Mandalay Region government, ministers and members of parliament offered meals to 108 monks at the Mandalay City Mayor Pandal in the south of Mandalay moat.

At the opening ceremony of the Myanmar New Year Traditional Water Festival, Mandalay Region Chief Minister Dr Zaw Myint Maung delivered his New Year welcoming speech, in which he asked for a return to more innocent times.

He said during the occasion of the hottest spring, the water festival is the Myanmar tradition that aims to keep each other cold with love through watering. Other activities entering into the water festival have decayed the people’s love and are being influenced by decadent culture, he said.

In Yangon, the Yangon City Pandal was opened by Chief Minister of Yangon Region U Phyo Min Thein, while the Central Pandal in Myawady was opened by the Speaker of Amyotha Hluttaw Mahn Win Khaing Than.

The opening ceremonies were held along with dance troupes and music as people enjoyed the splashes of water thrown from the pandals.

— Myanmar News Agency
Speaker Mahn Win Khaing Than attends opening of Thingyan festival in Myawady

Speaker of the Amyotha Hluttaw Mahn Win Khaing Than attended the opening ceremony of the Myanmar traditional Thingyan central pandal for ME 1378 held near Thangyin Hall in Myawady, Kayin State yesterday afternoon.

Hluttaw representatives, Myawady District Deputy Commissioner U Htoo Lwin, Tak Province Governor, dance troupes, locals and officials attended the event.

Mahn Win Khaing Than, Myawady District Deputy Commissioner, Chief of the District Police Force, Hluttaw representatives and officials cut the ribbon to open the central pandal.

Afterward, the Myawady Township Myanmar traditional Thingyan organization committee chairman District Deputy Commissioner U Htoo Lwin gave a speech related to the opening of Myanmar traditional Thingyan central pandal.

The Speaker of Amyotha Hluttaw and officials, Governor of Tak Province, Thailand and officials then took a commemorative group photo and participated in the pouring of water, a symbol of the traditional Myanmar Thingyan celebration.

Afterward, a dance troupe provided entertainment with Thingyan dances.

The festival of Thingyan marks the transit from the old year to the new year.

During the four-day festival, people from all strata of life and from various ethnic groups performed traditional dances and donated charity food to revellers.

Thingyan this year runs from Thursday to Sunday, and culminates with New Year’s Day on Monday.—Myanmar News Agency

PEOPLE enjoyed the Thingyan new year festival at water throwing pandals in Maungtaw District in northern Rakhine State yesterday, the first day of the four-day festival.

At the opening of central pandal in Buthidaung, authorities, dignitaries and towns elders sprinkled scented water on dance troupes and the festival kicked off in the town.

Following the opening ceremony, the dance troupes entertained the people with traditional dances.

Meanwhile, other pandals in the town were also opened.

Traditional water festival of Rakhine ethnic people and the central pandal in Maungtaw will commence on 17th April.

Rakhine dance troupe perform at opening of Thingyan festival in Buthidaung. PHOTO: TIN SOE

Thingyan celebrations make a splash in Maungtaw District

THINGYAN festival was formally opened in Myawady in the presence of Speaker Mahn Win Khaing Than and dignitaries. PHOTO: MNA

Tatmadaw families celebrate Thingyan

THE ME 1378 Myanmar Thingyan Festival was celebrated by families and members of the office of the Commander-in-Chief (Army, Navy and Air) yesterday in conjunction with the opening ceremony of a pandal on Nay Pyi Taw’s golf course.

Commander-in-Chief of Defence Services Senior General Min Aung Hlaing and his wife Daw Kyu Kyu Hla cut the ribbon marking the opening of the pandal. Afterwards dance troupes performed along to the songs of Myi Mhaung Way Kin and attendees joined in in the water festival. Guests were served with Sthuditta feasts and entertained with performances by artists from Myawady music band.

Similarly, Deputy Commander-in-Chief of Defence Services Vice-Senior General Soe Win and wife Daw Than Than Nwe attended the opening ceremony of a pandal near Zeyathiri Department Store. Tatmadaw senior officials also toured pandals in front of National Defence College, Nay Pyi Taw transit camp, Military Hospital, and in housing area of office of the Commander-in-Chief (Army).

The dance troupes, artistes and vocalists will entertain the Thingyan revellers with song and dance till 16 April on a grand scale.—Myanmar News Agency
Seven dead, one missing in Minbya boat accident

SEVEN people were killed in a boat accident in Minbya in western Rakhine state Thursday. A wooden motor boat carrying 61 passengers capsized about 4:50am after the boat’s propeller became entangled with a fishing net in the Minkyaung River near Taungtok Village, Mayhun Village-tract, Minbya Township.

Seven people, most of them children, died. One person remains missing.

—Myanmar News Agency

Private schools offering teaching positions

NEARLY 100 teaching positions are being offered monthly by private schools this year. The job opportunities are increasing this year, compared with the same period last year, according to work.com.mm statistics.

Private schools are offering pre-primary school teacher positions and middle school teacher positions, in addition to mathematics, science, Myanmar language and art teacher positions.

The private schools are also in need of office staff, human resource managers, teaching assistants and teacher who can teach the basic education curriculum subjects.

More applicants have applied for the private school positions this month, a 9.84 per cent increase from last year.

Job opportunities are also being offered in the goods and transportation sector, computer technology sector, telecoms network technology sector, engineering sector, import and export sector, construction sector, monetary management sector, hotel and guest house sector and the NGO/INGO sector. Among them, the education sector stands 13th in terms of creation of job opportunities.

According to work.com.mm statistics, nearly 26,000 applicants applied for nearly 1,900 job vacancies in the Yangon region.

—200

Invitation to printing press vendors

News and Periodicals Enterprise of Ministry of Information, is planning to purchase 4 unit of high performance, long-life 4 Hi Tower color printing press. Local and foreign companies interested to sell the printing press are invited to contact to the following address from 18 April 2017 to 24 April 2017 in order to introduce and explain about their presses.

Contact Address
Deputy Director (Planning)
News and Periodicals Enterprise
Office No. 7, Nay Pyi Taw
Phone 067-412123, 412828

AQUARIUM fish are selling well at the Friday market in the Yangon Zoological Garden because it is the summer school holiday, said U Phat Tee, secretary No. 1 of the Myanmar Aquarium Fish Entrepreneurs Association.

The aquarium fish are sold every Friday day from 6 am to 10 pm. The fish sold include Hamilton carp and goldfish. The price of the fish is between KS100 and KS5,000 depending on the size and species. The price of exotic foreign pet fish is between KS50,000 and KS100,000.

Fish dealers from Haing Thayar, Shwepyitha, Dagon (South), North Okkalapa, South Okkalapa and Mandalay are buying and selling the aquarium fish at the Friday market. The fish are imported from Thailand and Singapore.

Fish dealers are planning to change the aquarium fish selling day to Sundays instead of Fridays. Currently, the aquarium fish market is a temporary market only. Aquarium fish sell well during the summer holiday as well as in June and July.

—200

KfW to provide assistance for rural development

THE German Development Bank (KfW) has agreed to provide financial assistance for implementation of rural development, according to the Rural Development Department.

KfW will fund the construction of five bridges and two roads in Kalay township, Sagaing region. Three of the bridges will be 200 meters long while two river-crossing bridges will be 350 meters long. The two roads will each be 50 kilometers long.

Construction companies interested in the projects can contact either the director of rural development department (bridges) or the deputy director (procurement & supply) not later than 25 May.

—Min Min

ASEAN Culture and Tourism Photo Contest to be held

THE ASEAN Culture and Tourism Photo Contest will be held to commemorate the 50th anniversary of the establishment of ASEAN by the ASEAN-Korea centre, according to The Ministry of Hotels and Tourism.

The ASEAN Culture and Tourism photo contest will be organised by the ASEAN-Korea center with the assistance of the Korean Ministry of Foreign Affairs, TTG Asia and ASEANTA.

“The ASEAN Culture and Tourism photo contest will be held to commemorate 50th anniversary of ASEAN founding day, to reveal the hidden destinations in the ASEAN region through holding of the photo contest and to promote the relationship between ASEAN countries and Korea”, according to a statement. People interested in participating in the contest should upload photos to the website http://photo.aseankorea.org no later than 23 April.

The winners will be announced on that website on 18 May, according to the Ministry of Hotels and Tourism.

—Min Min

Aquarium fish selling well in Friday market

Mann Shwe Settaw Pagoda Festival set to close on 18 April

WITH a record number of pilgrims across the country, Mann Shwe Settaw Pagoda festival was annually opened in Minbu on 5th waxing of Tabodwe and scheduled to conclude on Myanmar New Year Day. But the festival closing date has been changed to the following day of Myanmar New Year Day this year.

According to the agreement of Mann Shwe Settaw Pagoda’s Ovdacariya sayadaws, Mann Shwe Settaw Pagoda board of trustees, the closing date was set to change, said a member of the pagoda board of trustees.

“Both monks and lay disciples are usually busy with charitable activities on Myanmar New Year Day. So, we changed the closing date to the following day of Myanmar New Year Day i.e. 18th April,” said Chairman of the board of trustees U Myint Thein.

The Festival is one of the most significant pagoda festivals in Myanmar and lasts more than two months. Mann Shwe Settaw (the Golden Footprints) pagoda is one of the most venerated pagodas in Myanmar. There are two foot prints namely the Auk Set Taw Ya or the Lower and the Ahlet Settaw Ya, the Upper.

—The Mirror

Photo shows Mann Shwe Settaw in Minbu during the pagoda’s festival. PHOTO: KYAW SEIN WIN

Seven dead, one missing in Minbya boat accident

The victims are identified as Maung Kyaw Win Naing, Ma Tin Mar Kyi, Ma That Lin Thwe, Ma Sanay Ma, Ma Zin Mar Phyo, Ma Phyu Phyu Htwe and Ma Tharin Shwe. Ma Phyo May is missing and feared dead, according to the Fire Services Department.

Nine passengers were taken to the hospital suffering from stomach pain after the accident. A search for the missing person is being carried out.

—Myanmar News Agency

Officials inspecting the capsized wooden motor boat in Minkyaung River. PHOTO: MYANMAR FIRE SERVICES DEPARTMENT
YSX sees lowest stock trading on 12 April

STOCK trading on the Yangon Stock Exchange (YSX) hit a record low of 2.309 shares on 12 April 2017, according to market data released by YSX.

Currently, there are four companies trading shares on YSX: First Myanmar Investment (FMI), Myanmar Thilawa SEZ Holdings (MTSH), Myanmar Citizens Bank (MCB) and First Private Bank (FPB).

With zero trading of MCB and a declining trading volume of FPB this week, the YSX suffered a sharp decline in trading volume. The trading volumes were 9,534 shares on Monday, 7,013 shares on Tuesday and 2,309 shares on Wednesday.

FMI traded 711 shares while 1,558 shares of MTSH were traded on Wednesday. On that day, only 40 shares of FPB were traded, while MCB hit zero trading. The share prices were Ks30,000 for FPB, Ks16,500 for FMI, Ks4,300 for MTSH, Ks7,700 for MCB and Ks30,000 for FPB. — Ko Htet

List of restricted investment activities released by MIC

THE list of restricted investment activities was released by Myanmar Investment Commission (MIC) with the approval of Union Government on Monday.

According to section 42 of Investment Law, some businesses are allowed only by the Union, foreign investors and some joint ventures between local and foreign partners, while some business need to seek the approval of ministries concerned, even though it is permitted to be conducted by the citizens and foreigners.

Investment activities allowed to be carried out only by the State are manufacturing of products for security and defense being specified by the notification of the Government from time to time, manufacturing and related services of arms and ammunition for the national defense, issuing the national postage stamps, establishment and hiring of post office and post boxes which are only to be performed by the post office operator on behalf of the State, air traffic services, pilotage services, management of natural forest and forest area except the business relating to reduction of carbon emission, feasibility study and production of radioactive metals such as uranium and thorium, administration of electric power system and inspection of electrical works.

Investment activities carried out by foreign investors include 12 businesses having freshwater fisheries and relevant service and publishing and distribution of periodicals in ethnic languages including Burmese.

Meanwhile, there are 22 enterprises allowed to be operated only in the form of joint ventures with any citizen owned entity or any Myanmar citizen, including some manufacturing businesses and local tour services. Over 100 enterprises are allowed to be run only with the approval of the ministries concerned, according to an announcement by MIC. — GNLM

Myawady border trade value up by over US$200 million in last FY

THE values of border trade through Myawady trade camp in the Fiscal Year 2016-2017 was up by over US$ 202.489 million when compared to that in the previous year, according to the statistics of the Commerce Ministry.

Out of 16 border trade camps, the Muse camp usually has the largest trade value. But the Muse camp suffered a steep decline in border trade, down by over US$200 million while Myawady performed the best with the highest increase of trade value against FY 2015-2016, followed by Chin Shwe Haw and Lweje.

Myanmar is conducting border trade with neighbouring countries via trade camps: trading with China through Muse, Lweje, Kanchanburi, Chinsawan and Kengtung; and with Thailand through Tachileik, Myawady, Kawthong, Myeik, Htee Khee, Maese and Mawtaung border gates. The cross-border trade camps between Myanmar and Bangladesh are Sittwe and Maungtaw, while the country trades directly with India via Tamu and Reed border gates.


Badamyar gas field project to be completed next month

THE Badamyar gas field exploration project will be completed at the end of May in order to maintain the production of the mature Yadana gas field up to 2021, according to an announcement of the Electric Power and Energy ministry.

To support the Yadana gas field project, the government launched operations in the Badamyar gas exploration field, which is located in the M-5 and M-6 blocks, in cooperation with Total E&P Myanmar Co., since 2015. The operations include engineering procurement, developing wellhead platforms and the construction of compression platforms.

The Yadana natural gas project is operated by the Total Company with its pipeline to Thailand. According to 2014 statistics, the daily production from Yadana natural gas field totaled 910 million cubic meters, 711 million cubic meters of which were exported to Thailand and the remaining for domestic consumption.

As the gas field matures and production declines, about 800 million cubic feet are currently produced a day, it is learnt. — Ko Htet

Domestic gold price hits Ks910,000 per tical with high global price

WITH a high price in the global gold market, the domestic gold price hit its highest level of Ks910,000 per tical on Wednesday, according to the gold and jewellery shop owners.

The global gold price was US$1,254 per ounce while the domestic gold price was Ks902,000 per tical on Monday.

With an increase of global gold price up to US$1,278, the domestic gold price hit the all-time record high of Ks910,000 per tical on Wednesday.

The high price of domestic gold causes hesitation on the part of gold buyers, combined with the taxes of taxation on gold purchases. The market is traditionally cool during the Thingyan Festival, said the owners of the gold shops. — Mon Mon
Mandalay Maha Thingyan pavilion opens

The Myanmar Era 1378 comes to a close, the Myanmar Traditional New Year Water Festival began yesterday all over the city of Mandalay, starting with a grand ceremony at 7:30 am.

The recognition of Thingyan began early in the early morning of eve day at 5 am, as members of Mandalay Region government, ministers and members of parliament offered meals to 108 monks at the Mandalay City Mayor Pavilion in the south of Mandalay Ancient City Hall.

At the opening ceremony of the Myanmar New Year Traditional Water Festival, Mandalay Region Chief Minister Dr Zaw Myint Maung delivered the New Year welcoming speech.

He said during the occasion of the hottest summer, the water festival is the Myanmar tradition that aims to keep each other cold with love through watering.

Other activities entering into the water festival have decayed the people’s love and is being influenced by decadent cultures.

He urged people to pour the purity of water with love to each other, which is the essence of the Myanmar traditional water festival.

He requested people to participate in the nation’s development and to be living in safety based on the affection resulted from the water festival.

After the speech, a ceremonial ribbon to open the water festival was cut by U Shwun Myaing, the honourable patron of the Mandalay Myoma Music Association, author and journalist Maung Thit Lwin (Luhtu), elderly citizen U Min Maung, recipient of independence Mawgun grade-2, Dr Thidawin, rector of Mandalay University, and Daw Khin Kyi Pyar, rector of National University of Art and Culture as 300 students synchronized the Thingyan dance.

The decorated float Silver Swan, which is popular for Thingyan festival in Mandalay, is seen on the first day of the festival. PHOTO: MIN HET AUNG

Troupes perform on the first day of festival in Mandalay. PHOTO: MIN HET AUNG

The busy street in Mandalay is decorated with umbrellas. PHOTO: MIN HET AUNG

People ride on a vehicle as they get sprayed with water during Myanmar’s New Year Water Festival in Mandalay on 13 April. PHOTO: REUTERS

Children play with water during Myanmar’s New Year Water Festival outside Mandalay, Myanmar, on 13 April 2017. PHOTO: REUTERS

Revellers enjoy the Thingyan festival in Mandalay. PHOTO: MIN HET AUNG

Travel promotion in the central pavilion and a walk through the Thingyan pavilion in the south of Mandalay Moat were also part of the celebration. — Tin Maung, MIN HET AUNG
China warns against force as North Korea prepares celebration

BEIJING/PYONGYANG — Military force cannot resolve tension over North Korea, China said on Thursday, while an influential Chinese newspaper urged the North to halt its nuclear programme in exchange for Chinese protection.

With a US aircraft carrier group steaming to the area and tension rising, South Korea said it believed the United States would consult it before any preemptive strike against the North.

Fears have been growing that the reclusive North could soon conduct its sixth nuclear test or more missile launches in defiance of UN sanctions and stark warnings from the United States that a policy of patience was over.

China, North Korea’s sole major ally and benefactor, which nevertheless opposes its weapons programme, has called for talks leading to a peaceful resolution and the denuclearisation of the peninsula.


“Amid challenge there is opportunity. Amid tensions we will also find a kind of opportunity to return to talks.”

While US President Donald Trump has put North Korea on notice that he would not tolerate any provocation, US officials have said his administration was focusing its strategy on tougher economic sanctions.

Trump has diverted the USS Carl Vinson aircraft carrier group towards the Korean peninsula, which could take more than a week to arrive, in a show of force aimed at deterring North Korea from conducting another nuclear test or launching more missiles to coincide with important events and anniversaries.

The possibility of US military action gained traction after the US Navy fired 59 Tomahawk missiles at a Syrian airfield last week in response to a deadly gas attack.

Warned that history would hold any instigator to account.

“Whoever provokes the situation, whoever continues to make trouble in this place, they will have to assume historical responsibility,” Wang said.

South Korean Foreign Minister Yun Byung-se told parliament in Seoul he believed Washington would consult Seoul if it was considering a pre-emptive strike. The United States has about 28,500 troops in South Korea.

A Washington-based think-tank that monitors North Korea, 38 North, said satellite images on Wednesday showed activity around the North’s Punggye-ri nuclear test site on the east coast that indicated it was ready for a new test.

South Korean officials said there were no new signs to indicate a test was more likely, although they also said the North appeared ready to conduct a test at any time.

An influential state-backed Chinese newspaper said the best option for North Korea and its leader, Kim Jong Un, was to give up its nuclear programme, and China would protect it if it did.

“As soon as North Korea comes with China’s declared advice and suspends nuclear activities ... China will actively work to protect the security of a denuclearised North Korea and regime,” said an editorial in the Global Times, which is published by the Communist party’s People’s Daily.

Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe underscored fears about threats from North Korea, telling parliament in Tokyo that Pyongyang could have the capacity to deliver missiles equipped with sarin nerve gas.

A senior Japanese diplomat said the United States was putting “maximum pressure” on North Korea to resolve issues peacefully while putting responsibility on China to sway its old ally.

“We will watch what action China takes,” the diplomat said.

While Japan did not see a high risk of military action, it expected to be consulted by the United States if it decided to attack. North Korea has about 350 missiles that can hit Japan.

—Reuters

China launches 1st high-throughput communications satellite

XICHANG — A Chinese satellite will only not help those at the scene of natural disasters report on emergencies but enable passengers on high-speed trains to watch high-definition videos.

Shijian-13, China’s first high-throughput communications satellite, was launched from Xichang Satellite Launch Center in southwest China’s Sichuan Province on 7:04 pm Wednesday.

The satellite, with a transfer capacity of 20 Gbps and a designed orbital life of 15 years, was carried into orbit by a Long March-3B carrier rocket, the 246th mission for Long March carrier rockets.

Shijian-13 has a higher message capacity than all of China’s previous communications satellites combined and will provide better Internet access in less-developed regions, as well as on planes and high-speed trains.

“The launch is a milestone for China’s communications satellite technology,” said Tian Yulong, chief engineer of the State Administration of Science, Technology and Industry for National Defence.

Shijian-13 is the first Chinese satellite to be powered by electricity, potentially improving efficiency by as much as 10 times compared with those using chemicals as propellant, extending the satellite’s life and reducing launch weight, said Zhou Zichung, commander-in-chief of Shijian-13.

A large number of domestic components have been used. It also has the first laser communications system installed on a Chinese high orbit satellite with a long lifespan.

The satellite and the rocket were designed by academies affiliated with the China Aerospace Science and Technology Corporation, and the China Academy of Launch Vehicle Technology respectively.

China plans to launch six communications satellites this year. Shijian-18 will be put into orbit in June to test the DFH-5 satellite platform.

On 24 April 1970, the launch of China’s first satellite Dongfanghong-1 marked the beginning of the country’s space endeavors, which currently feature 16 communication satellites.

By 2025, China will have 22 communication satellites, with five built on brand new designs, according to a medium-term long development plan for civilian space infrastructure released in 2015. —Xinhua

Japan to introduce English road signs ahead of Tokyo Olympics

TOKYO — Japan will introduce new bilingual traffic signs in July amid an increase in the number of foreign visitors ahead of Tokyo hosting the Olympics and Paralympics in 2020.

The National Police Agency on Thursday unveiled stop and slowdown signs, each with English translations beneath Japanese words. The new versions will gradually replace the roughly 1.7 million stop signs and 1,000 slowdown signs in Japan.

In 2016, the number of foreign visitors to Japan hit a record 24 million. Against this backdrop, the agency decided to change the signs so that foreign travelers can more easily understand them.

The priority for the new signs is likely to be given to areas around airports where many foreign visitors rent cars. Unlike the US and European octagon signs for stop, the Japanese stop sign is an inverted pyramid. The agency decided to maintain the shape as a survey of about 500 foreign drivers showed the current shape is more easily recognizable to foreigners than changing the shape to an octagon. —Kyodo News
Spirking of water using sprigs of Thabyey (Eugenia)

Our Beloved & Holy Thingyan

Anara (Vaga)

Traditional, Myanmar Thingyan is celebrated not only in the Irrawaddy delta region but throughout the Union of Myanmar. It is a day that is marked by the change or transition. It is said to include the following characteristics:

- A day of preparation of leaving spiritual defiles in the Old Year and moving forward to a new year,
- The day to commemorate the beloved and holy Buddha image,
- Offering aliments to Buddha images,
- Having the old shapowed, bigger rails and better china cups,
- Clothing oneself for the new year,
- Washing hair usually are performed

Some always return to their home land at this time. Every water terminal set out their sacred water festival robe to Meaning to Manyans for new year. The day to commemorate the beloved Buddha image, on this day the people are bringing forth all kind of new and lifelike images of Buddha. Traditional attire is worn,

There are two ways of celebrating festival in Thingyan:

- The first is one of making Buddha image, where the faithful make new and lifelike images of Buddha.
- The second is one of making Buddha image, where the faithful make new and lifelike images of Buddha.

So to the faithful, the day to come round the village or ward and dousing water from the Prince and Queen, and to the other it may be set to put the water at the appropriate place in the village or ward and dousing water from the Prince and Queen.

Some always return to their home land at this time. Every water terminal set out their sacred water festival robe to Meaning to Manyans for new year. The day to commemorate the beloved Buddha image, on this day the people are bringing forth all kind of new and lifelike images of Buddha. Traditional attire is worn,
At least 47,000 evacuees remain 1 year after Kumamoto quakes

Tokyo — Tens of thousands of people are still living in temporary housing and shelters a year after powerful earthquakes struck Kumamoto Prefecture and neighboring areas in southwestern Japan, local officials said Thursday.

According to a Kumamoto prefectural government estimate, 47,729 people had yet to return to their homes as of the end of March, marking an increase of about 4,300 from figures released late last year, as more people wanted to live in privately owned rental housing that is partly subsidized by the government. —Kyodo News

WHO says 2 billion people drinking contaminated water

Geneva — Almost 2 billion people drink water contaminated with faeces, which is estimated to cause more than 500,000 diarrhoeal deaths each year, WHO said on Thursday.

Dr Maria Neira, director of Department of Public Health, Environment and Social Determinants of Health in WHO, said in a statement that contaminated water not only puts people at risk of contracting cholera, dysentery, typhoid and polio, but is a major cause of several neglected tropical diseases, including intestinal worms, schistosomiasis and trachoma as well. —Xinhua

Infectious diseases kill 1,589 in China in March

Beijing — A total of 1,589 people died as a result of infectious diseases on the Chinese mainland in March, official data have shown.

According to the National Health and Family Planning Commission, there were 544,132 cases of infectious diseases reported on the mainland last month.

More than 325,791 cases were classified as Class B infectious diseases under China's Law on the Prevention and Treatment of Infectious Diseases, resulting in 1,579 deaths.

Viral hepatitis, tuberculosis, syphilis, gonorrhea as well as bacterial and amoebic dysentery accounted for 95 per cent of these cases. —Xinhua

Cargo plane crashes into mountain in Indonesia's Papua Province

Jakarta — Indonesia's national search and rescue office said on Thursday that a cargo plane going missing on Wednesday had crashed into a mountain in Papua Province. A signal from the cargo plane had been detected and the crashed plane was located in the deep forest in remote Oksibil, spokesman of the national search and rescue office named only Marsudi told Xinhua by phone.

“The plane collided with a mountain in the deep forest area in Oksibil," he said. Rescuers flying there could not reach the area partly due to the poor weather condition, said Marsudi. The spokesman confirmed that only a pilot was aboard the cargo plane. The cargo plane was on route from Wajo to Sentani when the crash occurred, the spokesman said. —Xinhua

As Trump seeks defence-spending boost, watchdogs cite faulty Pentagon accounting

Washington — President Donald J. Trump is planning to increase US defence spending by $54 billion next year. But a series of recent reports by the Defence Department Inspector General and the Government Accountability Office say that Pentagon accounting systems will struggle to track how the money is spent. The reports found that the Pentagon remains unable to accurately track its $591 billion annual budget and experiences billions of dollars in accounting gaps and errors each year despite two decades of reform efforts. Taken together, the reports show that many of the endemic accounting problems exposed in a 2013 Reuters investigative series remain in place.

“These deficiencies not only affect the (Department of Defence's) ability to have auditable financial statements, a 9 February Government Accountability Office (GAO) report found, “they also affect its ability to make sound decisions on missions and operations.”

A spokesman for the White House’s Office of Management Budget (OMB) said he was confident that Defence Secretary James Mattis would properly spend the additional funds.

“The need to replenish our military and bolster American security is unquestioned and an important priority of this president,” OMB Communications Director John Czwartacki said in a statement. “We believe Secretary Mattis will deploy all of his resources in the most efficient and effective way possible.”

Critics of wasteful Pentagon spending say increasing the Defence Department budget is unwise when the department is unable to account for what it already has. “It’s ludicrous,” said Mandy Smithberger, director of the Straus Military Reform Project in Washington.

“Reform isn’t going to happen as long as the spigot is turned on.”

The Pentagon’s continued accounting problems are drawing particular scrutiny now because the Defense Department faces a congressionally mandated legal deadline of 30 September 2017, to become ready for its first audit ever. Unlike every other US government department, the Pentagon has never undergone an audit because its financial records are in such disarray. A spokesman for the Defence Department comptroller’s office said he is confident it will meet the deadline. —Reuters

World Bank maintains 2017 East Asia growth view, sees cenbank policy risks

Washington — The World Bank kept its 2017 economic growth forecast for developing East Asia and the Pacific unchanged, but added the region is vulnerable to a sharp slowdown in global trade or tightening in financial conditions.

The Washington-based lender expects the developing East Asia and Pacific (EAP) region, which includes China, to grow 6.2 per cent in 2017, slowing from 6.4 per cent growth last year. It sees growth slowing further to 6.1 per cent in 2018, compared with its previous forecast in October of 6.0 per cent growth.

“Growth in developing East Asia and Pacific is expected to remain resilient, as continued buoyancy in domestic demand, including public and increasingly private investment, is supported by strengthening external demand,” the World Bank said in its latest East Asia and Pacific Economic Update report on Thursday.

“Nevertheless, global and regional vulnerabilities mean that the positive prospects for growth and poverty reduction in the region in this base case are subject to significant risks.”

The World Bank kept its 2017 and 2018 growth forecasts for China unchanged at 6.5 per cent and 6.3 per cent, respectively.

It said countries in the region may need to adjust their accommodative monetary policies as upward pressure on consumer prices could intensify on the back of a pick-up in producer prices and projected recovery in commodity prices. The monetary easing cycle in Indonesia likely needs to be placed on hold, and in the Philippines, policies must be ready to adjust to rising inflationary pressures, the World Bank said.

Additionally, any sharp slowdown in global trade or in China could pose risks to the region’s growth outlook.

“Significant slowdowns in world trade, whether stemming from mounting global protectionist pressures or from unanticipated weakness in global activity, could adversely affect the region,” it said.

The World Bank added that the region’s resilience could be tested if global financial conditions tighten faster than expected at a time when the United States is normalising its monetary policy.

—Reuters

NEWS IN BRIEF
NEW YORK — Russia on Wednesday vetoed a Western-led UN Security Council resolution that condemns the alleged use of chemical weapons by Syrian President Bashar al-Assad’s regime and urges the Syrian government to cooperate with a joint international inquiry into the deadly attack.

The resolution was drafted by Britain, France and the United States after the US military carried out a missile strike in Syria last week in the wake of the chemical weapons attack believed to have killed more than 80 people including 30 children.

With the US and Russian foreign ministers also failing to meet halfway on the issue in their talks in Moscow on the same day, relations between the two countries are expected to deteriorate further.

Russian Deputy UN Ambassador Vladimir Safronkov criticized the UN Security Council resolution for labeling the Syrian government as the culprit in the chemical weapons attack earlier this month, calling for an impartial investigation.

In addition, Safronkov lambasted the missile strike by the administration of US President Donald Trump, saying it violates Russia and Bolivia, China, Kazakhstan and Ethiopia abstained. It was the eighth time during Syria’s civil war that Russia has used its veto power to shield the Assad government.

In Moscow on Wednesday, US Secretary of State Rex Tillerson said mounting evidence that the Assad regime has engaged in war crimes could reach the threshold needed to bring a case against the Syrian president.

“As time goes by, and more and more evidence continues to be gathered, it is possible that the threshold necessary to charge individuals, including Bashar al-Assad may be achieved,” Tillerson said at a joint news conference with Russian Foreign Minister Sergey Lavrov after their meeting in Moscow. Tilleron said the United States has “very firm and high confidence in our conclusions” that an April chemical attack that killed dozens of Syrian civilians “was planned and carried out by the regime forces at the direction of Bashar al-Assad.”

But Lavrov, whose country tried to assuage, opposed Tillerson’s view, saying, “We would very much like to get some increased evidence, not just words.”

“So far we have not seen any facts,” Lavrov said, speaking through an interpreter. “I don’t want to accuse anybody here or provide any facts, but we will still be required to evaluate what happened on the 4th of April.”

In an apparent reference to heightened tensions between Washington and Moscow over Thursday’s US air strike against a Syrian air base, Tillerson said there is “a low level of trust between our two countries” and stressed the need to stabilize the relationship.

The United States has no plans to impose additional sanctions on Russia, he said. Lavrov said the two ministers agreed to appoint special envoys from the US State Department and the Russian Foreign Ministry to conduct “pragmatic and constructive” conversations about the irritants, so to speak as part of efforts to improve overall relations.

Tillerson had separate talks with Russian President Vladimir Putin. 

Iran’s former President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad announced his candidacy for the upcoming presidential election in May.

TEHRAN — Iran’s former President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad registered on Wednesday to run in the presidential election in May, in a surprise step contrary to the will of the country’s Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ali Khamenei.

“Our gun is our pen,” Ahmadinejad told reporters while showing the pen he used to register his candidacy, according to the Islamic Republic News Agency.

Khamenei, who has the last word on crucial political matters in Iran, publicly disagreed of Ahmadinejad’s candidacy last September, saying it could polarize the country’s political atmosphere.

“I advised him to not run for election,” Khamenei said.

Acting on the leader’s wish, Ahmadinejad said at the time in a letter, published by his office, “You advised me it is not expedient to run, and I announced my obedience. I hereby inform you, regarding the supreme leader’s considerations, I have no plan for next year’s elections.”

In a press conference on 5 April, Ahmadinejad, who served as president for eight years from 2005, reiterated his position not to run in the election, instead throwing his support behind Hamid Baghaei, his former vice president and one of his close aides, who had been arrested and detained on corruption allegations.

After registering his name as a candidate, Ahmadinejad told reporters he took this step to help Baghaei in his candidacy. The two men registered together.

Iran’s hard-line Guardian Council will now either approve or reject the candidates, but given that it is led by the country’s supreme leader, it is unlikely to approve the candidacies of Ahmadinejad or his allies.

Earlier this month, Ahmadinejad had threatened to use his “own specific ways” to ensure that he and his favored candidate could run in the presidential race.

The majority of Iran’s conservatives are set up to support Ebrahim Raisi, a former general prosecutor who has already formally announced his candidacy. He is expected to receive support soon.

Iran’s current and moderate-leaning President Hassan Rouhani, meanwhile, is also regarded as a key candidate. While two of his cabinet members have confirmed his candidacy, Rouhani himself has not yet done so.

Wednesday marked the second day of registration and so far 197 people, including eight women, have submitted their names as candidates.

Cholera spreading in Somalia, 50,000 cases feared

GENEVA — More than 25,000 people in famine-threatened Somalia have been struck by cholera or acute watery diarrhea and the deadly epidemic should double by this summer, the World Health Organisation (WHO) said on Friday.

The United Nations is already racing to avoid a repeat of famine in the drought-hit Horn of African nation where more than 250,000 people died of starvation in 2011.

Cholera, which is endemic in Somalia, is an acute diarrhoeal disease that can kill within hours if left untreated. Malnourished children under five years are especially vulnerable.

Already 25,424 infected people have been identified since the start of the year, WHO spokesman Tarik Jasarevic said by email, adding: “These numbers are projected to increase to 50,000 by summer.”

The case fatality rate for the disease, spread by contaminated food or water, is already 2.1 per cent in Somalia, twice the emergency threshold, he said. At least 524 deaths have been recorded.

Cholera can be successfully treated with oral rehydration solution. Severe cases will need rapid treatment with intravenous fluids and antibiotics, according to the WHO.

Death rates among Somalis infected with cholera now reach 14.1 per cent in Middle Juba and 5.1 per cent in Bakool, UN spokesman Jens Laerke told a news briefing.

“We still have 2.9 million people in level 3 and 4, level 4 being the step just before we declare a famine,” Laerke said, referring to the UN classification.

“So almost 3 million in those critical and crisis emergency levels.”

The centre of cholera outbreak is Baidoa, David Akopyan, UN Development Programme (UNDP) deputy country director for Somalia, told the briefing by telephone from the capital Mogadishu.

Thirteen of Somalia’s 18 regions are affected, he said. Some 1.4 million people in Somalia have been internally displaced, many in search of water, as well as some 3 million pastoralists who have lost 70 per cent of their livestock due to drought, he said.

Akopyan, asked about famine, replied: “We are not exactly there, the fear is that in two months if things are not scaled up we will get there ... Hopefully famine will be prevented.”

Reuters
PARIS — Pensioner Jeanne Delaplane, care-worker Cecile Lungeri, and millions like them are giving French presidential candidates and pollsters nightmares.

Less than two weeks before the first round of the election, they still do not know who to vote for, and may not show up at the polling station at all.

Opinion polls show around a third of France's 45.7 million voters might abstain, an unprecedented number in a country with a long tradition of high turnouts. Even among those who intend to vote, about one third have yet to make up their mind on how to cast their ballot.

Reasons range from disgust over scandals involving established politicians to dislike among many voters of all the candidates’ personalities or platforms. Added to this is simple confusion: what once looked like a straightforward two-horse race between conservative Francois Fillon and far-right leader Marine Le Pen has produced many surprises.

With voters’ intentions so fluid, four candidates are now in with a fighting chance of coming first and second in the 23 April first round, thereby qualifying for the runoff on 7 May. By contrast, support for the candidate of the ruling Socialists has collapsed.

All this has cast extra doubt over a campaign whose unpredictability is unnerving financial markets.

Delaplane, 81, is among those agonising over how to vote. “I just can’t choose. I’ve never seen a campaign like this,” she said as she waited to catch a glimpse of Fillon at a rally in the town of Provins, a conservative stronghold east of Paris.

She is hesitating between backing Fillon or far-right National Front leader Marine Le Pen.

However, the mainstream conservative is tainted by scandal — he is under formal investigation on suspicion of financial impropriety, although he denies doing anything illegal — and has slid to third.

On the other hand, many voters regard Le Pen as an extremist, along with the far-left’s Jean-Luc Melanchon.

A fourth contender, the centrist and new favourite Emmanuel Macron, has never held elected office, was unknown to most of the electorate until early last year and when he became economy minister, and runs a party that is just one year old.

For dental technician-turned-painter Herve Gass, the entire field is unappealing. “I’m in a complete bind,” he said at a studio in an historic part of Provins. “I’ve been put off politics like never before.”

Gass, 63, previously voted conservative but said he had gone off Fillon due to the scandal, while he regarded Le Pen as too radical and 39-year-old Macron as too young and untested. As a result, Gass said he might abstain or end up blank.

The past six months have seen veteran politicians from the two mainstream parties that have governed France for decades kicked out of the race one after the other, losing party primaries or throwing in the towel because of abysmal ratings.

Instead, Le Pen and Macron are forecast to contest the run-off, with the ex-banker seen winning easily. Still, the first round is no forgone conclusion; Fillon is making a tentative comeback and Melanchon is emerging as the latest sensation thanks in part to his strong TV debating skills.

In percentage terms, support for Macron and Le Pen is in the low twenties and falling, while Melanchon and Fillon are in the high teens and rising; daily polls put as little as 6 percentage points between all four.

Across France, voters of all political stripes have been telling Reuters they’re not sure what to make of it all.

“I don’t even know if I will vote at all this time,” said Langui, the 38-year-old carer from Nice who was traditionally a mainstream right voter.

“They’re all corrupt.”

The level of undecided voters has been falling but remains high. While about 80 per cent of voters turned out for both rounds of the 2012 presidential elections, predictions for this time remain low, creating a head-ache for pollsters.

“There is uncertainty for all the candidates,” said Francois Miquet-Marty of Viavoice. “If voting intentions remain that close, abstention will play a key role.”

Macron, who launched his campaign only in November, has the extra handicap of lacking the support of a well-established party.

Polls consistently show Le Pen as having the most decided supporters, with over 80 per cent being sure of their choice, but recent surveys have seen the level of certainty of the Macron vote rise, in one case to over 70 per cent.

Miquet-Marty said Le Pen could yet be vulnerable because she relies heavily on support among young and working class voters, two groups where abstention is forecast to be high. —Reuters

---

### CLAIM’S DAY NOTICE

**MV X PRESS YAMUNA VOY. NO (010)**

Consignees of cargo carried on MV X PRESS YAMUNA VOY. NO (010) are hereby notified that the vessel will be arriving on 14.4.2017 and cargo will be discharged into the premises of M.RP where it will lie at the consignee’s risk and expenses and subject to the byelaws and conditions of the Port of Yangon.

Damaged cargo will be surveyed daily from 8 am to 11:20 am and 12 noon to 4 pm to the Claims Day now declared as the third day after final discharge of cargo from the Vessel.

No claims against this vessel will be admitted after the Claims Day.

**SHIPPING AGENCY DEPARTMENT MYANMA PORT AUTHORITY AGENT FOR: M/S X-PRESS FEEDERS PTE LTD**

Phone No: 2301185

### CLAIM’S DAY NOTICE

**MV PINYA STAR VOY. NO (1)**

Consignees of cargo carried on MV PINYA STAR VOY. NO (1) are hereby notified that the vessel will be arriving on 14.4.2017 and cargo will be discharged into the premises of M.RP where it will lie at the consignee’s risk and expenses and subject to the byelaws and conditions of the Port of Yangon.

Damaged cargo will be surveyed daily from 8 am to 11:20 am and 12 noon to 4 pm to the Claims Day now declared as the third day after final discharge of cargo from the Vessel.

No claims against this vessel will be admitted after the Claims Day.

**SHIPPING AGENCY DEPARTMENT MYANMA PORT AUTHORITY AGENT FOR: M/S CONTINENTAL SHIPPING LINE PTE LTD**

Phone No: 2301185

### CLAIM’S DAY NOTICE

**MV EVER ALLY VOY. NO (1)**

Consignees of cargo carried on MV EVER ALLY VOY. NO (1) are hereby notified that the vessel will be arriving on 14.4.2017 and cargo will be discharged into the premises of H.P.T where it will lie at the consignee’s risk and expenses and subject to the byelaws and conditions of the Port of Yangon.

Damaged cargo will be surveyed daily from 8 am to 11:20 am and 12 noon to 4 pm to the Claims Day now declared as the third day after final discharge of cargo from the Vessel.

No claims against this vessel will be admitted after the Claims Day.

**SHIPPING AGENCY DEPARTMENT MYANMA PORT AUTHORITY AGENT FOR: M/S EVERGREEN SHIPPING LINES**

Phone No: 2301185

### CLAIM’S DAY NOTICE

**MV SAN GIORGIO VOY. NO (1)**

Consignees of cargo carried on MV SAN GIORGIO VOY. NO (1) are hereby notified that the vessel will be arriving on 14.4.2017 and cargo will be discharged into the premises of M.I.T where it will lie at the consignee’s risk and expenses and subject to the byelaws and conditions of the Port of Yangon.

Damaged cargo will be surveyed daily from 8 am to 11:20 am and 12 noon to 4 pm to the Claims Day now declared as the third day after final discharge of cargo from the Vessel.

No claims against this vessel will be admitted after the Claims Day.

**SHIPPING AGENCY DEPARTMENT MYANMA PORT AUTHORITY AGENT FOR: M/S MCC TRANSPORT (SP) LTD**

Phone No: 2301185

### CLAims' DAY NOTICE

Islamist arrested over soccer bus attack was IS member in Iraq — German prosecutor

BERLIN — German prosecutors have issued an arrest warrant against a 26-year-old Iraqi man who was detained in connection with an attack on a bus carrying players of a top soccer team, saying on Thursday they believe he was a member of Islamic State.

The Federal Prosecutor’s Office added in a statement there was no evidence that the man, identified as Abdul Beset A. and who arrived in Germany via Turkey at the start of 2016, had taken part in carrying out the attack in the city of Dortmund.

The man will appear before a judge who will decide whether to approve the arrest warrant issued by prosecutors, which will allow the man to be held for longer than 24 hours.

“The investigations have so far resulted in no proof that the suspect had taken part in the attack,” the federal prosecutor said in a statement.

It added that the man was a member of the “foreign terrorist organisation” Islamic State in Iraq where he led a commando unit of 10 members that was involved in kidnappings, smuggling, extortion and killings.——Reuters

---

“Have a joyful Thingyan Festival and an auspicious New Year, 1379 M.E.”

The Global New Light of Myanmar sends its wishes to our valued readers and advertisers, media agencies and all the people of Myanmar for an exciting, colourful and enjoyable Thingyan and a prosperous, successful and healthy New Year.
HYDERABAD, (India) — Dozens of animators work into the night in India’s southern city of Hyderabad, fuelled by caffeine and huddled over computer screens in a darkened studio to put the finishing touches on India’s biggest and most ambitious film.

The makers of “Baahubali 2” hope its top-notch visual effects will win Indian audiences from Hollywood blockbusters, enticing them with the magical kingdoms, rampaging armies and towering palaces of a homegrown fantasy epic.

“If art was easy, everybody would do it,” said Pete Draper, co-founder of Makuta VFX, which is stitching the film’s live-action scenes together with computer-generated imagery.

“Every single shot has its own challenges. Working hours right now are crazy. We are finishing daily at 4 a.m.”

Agencies that closely track the box office say “Baahubali 2,” the most highly awaited Indian film of the decade. But the competition for Spider-Man and other movie franchises from overseas isn’t coming from Hollywood.

When it opened in cinemas in 2015, dubbed versions of “Baahubali: The Beginning”, made in the Telugu language widely spoken in India’s southern states of Andhra Pradesh and Telangana, resonated with audiences nationwide.

It used computer-generated imagery to depict ancient kingdoms and bloody wars in a quintessentially Indian battle of good versus evil.

Film-maker S.S. Rajamouli aims to do even better when the next instalment is released on 28 April.

Inspired by Hollywood epics such as “Ben Hur” and “The Ten Commandments” when growing up, Rajamouli wanted to create a tentpole franchise that delivered a memorable movie experience.

But younger audiences were looking to Hollywood franchises such as “The Fast and the Furious”, and the superheroes of the Marvel and DC Comics universe for the big-screen thrills Indian cinema was unable to provide.

“They have heavy budgets, they have huge star casts and huge studios backing them,” Rajamouli, 43, said in an interview in Hyderabad, his home city.

“But if we make 10 per cent of it in an Indian context, with our stories, our heroes and heroines ... we can easily compete.”

Visual effects head Draper was at the sprawling movie set every day of filming to make sure location shots and actors’ movements synchronised with CGI-enhanced rendering on screen.

By day, the half-built palace, an arena, the torso of a statue and a line of trees by blank screens don’t look sufficiently formidable, so the team of nearly 80 animators has been given the task of fleshing out the heart and detail.

To keep down production costs on a budget of $67 million, work on the CGI-heavy movie was distributed among 35 studios across continents.

“We didn’t have any studio backing us. Raising capital was a challenge,” said Prasad Devineni, one of the producers.

If all goes well, a record-breaking run for “Baahubali 2” would be a wake-up call for Bollywood, where cinema attendance has halved from a decade ago.

In 2016, Indian box-office collections fell to 99 billion rupees ($1.5 billion), down from 101 billion a year earlier.

Bollywood, reliant on a tried-and-tested formula of romances and masala thrillers, has failed to develop its own big-ticket franchises, piggy-backing instead on “Baahubali”, with top producer Karan Johar marketing the movie in Hindi this month.

With a spinoff TV series, an animated offering for Amazon videostreaming, a comic book and a possible third film in the works, “Baahubali” could lure back Indian audiences.

“It has shown us the way — how to market, build euphoria around it,” said Rajkumar Akella, India managing director at global box-office tracker comScore.

The makers always envisaged the film as a franchise, with many narratives branching off its storyline, to hook the maximum number of viewers later.

“Our audiences might be watching English films, or Hollywood films, and getting used to them, but the blood doesn’t change, the DNA doesn’t change,” said Rajamouli.—Reuters

LOS ANGELES — British actor Jude Law has been cast to play a young version of Hogwartz’s venerable headmaster Albus Dumbledore, a key character in the second film of J.K. Rowling’s “Fantastic Beasts” movie spinoff, Warner Bros. said on Wednesday.

LOS ANGELES, Law, 44, best known for his role as Dr. John Watson in the “Sherlock Holmes” action movies, will play Dumbledore decades before he became the beloved headmaster of Hogwarts, the school where Harry Potter and his friends learned to become wizards and fight dark forces in society.

Rowling, who created Dumbledore for her best-selling “Harry Potter” books, has said she thinks of him as a gay man who fell in love, when he was younger, with Gellert Grindelwald, who later turned out to be evil and violent.

She told reporters in New York last year that the second “Fantastic Beasts” movie would show Dumbledore “as a younger man and quite a troubled man — he wasn’t always the sage. We’ll see him at that formative period of his life.”

Johnny Depp will play Grindelwald in the second movie, for which Rowling has written the screenplay, Warner Bros. said in a statement. Filming will start this summer.

The five-movie spinoff is set some 70 years before Harry Potter goes to Hogwarts and features some new and some familiar Potter characters. The story centers around Newt Scamander, a “magizoologist” with a suitcase full of strange creatures.

Several British actors were considered for the role of young Dumbledore, including Christian Bale, Benedict Cumberbatch and Jared Harris, according to Hollywood publication Variety.—Reuters
Earthquake-hit farmers in Italy rest hopes on fields of lentils

CASTELLUCCIO, (Italy) — Over seven months after a devastating earthquake hit the central parts of Italy, farmers from the Umbria region are hoping that their tiny lentils are a symbol of their ability to start a new life," said Gianni Coccia, president of the Cooperative of Castelluccio Lentils. Many of Castelluccio was destroyed by especially powerful quakes in August and October, which lowered the land in the area by up to 70 cm (28 inches) and ripped up many access roads. The territory around the quake epicenter is mainly used for agriculture and animal rearing, with over 25,000 small companies, the majority of which are family-run, and almost 300,000 hectares (740,000 acres) of crops. Known across the country and abroad, the tiny lentils are a symbol of the area and are grown over 500 hectares on an upland area 1,400 meters (4,560 ft) above sea level. Seeds this year will be planted a month later than usual but locals trust it will be done in time for the fields to burst into the bright colors of the so-called “Fiorita” — stunning blossoms created by rows of poppies, gentians and narcissus that sprout in June next to the lentil plants. The natural show of reds, yellow and blues usually attract hundreds of thousands of visitors and is a key date in the local tourism calendar. —Reuters

Wall Street’s ‘Charging Bull’ artist challenges ‘Fearless Girl’ sculpture

NEW YORK — The sculptor of Wall Street’s “Charging Bull” statue is seeing red over New York City’s decision to keep in place the “Fearless Girl” sculpture that now stares it down, saying the adjacent art has changed the meaning of his work and violated his legal rights.

The city’s ruling to let the bronze depiction of a defiant girl remain until February 2018 just feet from the bull’s flaring nostrils should be reviewed, said a lawyer for sculptor Arturo Di Modica.

“Which acknowledges perhaps it never should have been there in the first place,” said Siegel.

Siegelsaid they want the plaque away,” Siegel said. “There are copyright and trademark infringement issues.”

Di Modica told a news conference he envisioned his statue as a positive symbol, but that the addition of the courageous girl turned his bull into a villain.

“It’s really bad,” Di Modica said, sounding distraught and adding that the bull was loved by people “all over the world.” The 50-inch (127-cm) girl stands lists on hips on a cobble stone plaza, eye-balling the 11-foot (3.4-meter) bull that has occupied the space in Manhattan’s financial district for nearly three decades.

Siegelsaid they want the girl sculpture moved and for Di Modica to be awarded damages for the violation of his legal, statutory rights.

Mayor Bill de Blasio tweeted in response: “Men who don’t like women taking up space are exactly why we need the Fearless Girl.”

Initially installed to mark International Women’s Day on 8 March, the girl statue was meant to be removed on 2 April. But the city extended its stay amid bullish interest on social media, generous press attention and at least two petitions.

State Street Global Advisors, a subsidiary of State Street Corp (STT.N), said it financed the installation by artist Kristen Visbal to highlight the need for more women on corporate boards. Twenty-five per cent of the largest 3,000 US companies have no female directors, State Street noted at the time.

Siegalsaid the intent was less high-minded, adding: “They did it for commercial purposes.”

A plaque originally placed at the girl’s feet read: “Know the power of women in leadership. SHE makes a difference.” It refers to an exchange-traded fund dubbed “SHE,” which invests in companies with women in top executive posts.

“They have since taken the plaque away,” Siegel said. “Which acknowledged perhaps it never should have been there in the first place.”

Siegelsaid he has filed Freedom of Information requests about the permitting process with various city offices. He said he hopes to avoid going to court and would rather negotiate.

The 7.7-pound (3,200 kg) bull itself originally appeared as guerrilla art, installed unoffically in front of the New York Stock Exchange by Di Modica in 1989 and intended to convey the fighting spirit of the United States and of New York.

After police seized the sculpture, public outcry led the city’s parks department to put the bull back days later nearby at its current location.

Kate Harding, assistant director of Cornell University Women’s Resource Center, said the bull’s “hypermasculine, aggressive image” belongs to a different era of New York.

She said images of “Fearless Girl” did not go viral online because people wanted to promote an investment company, “but because she represents a refreshing, inclusive, 21st-century vision of core American values like courage and righteous defiance.” —Reuters

Paris awards Velib bicycle hiring scheme to new operator

PARIS — Paris has awarded the operation of its pioneering Velib bicycle hire scheme to French-Spanish consortium Smoovengo, officials said on Wednesday.

A Paris city official said Smoovengo would provide lighter and stronger bicycles — a third of which will be electric — to Paris and surrounding municipalities under a 600 million euro contract that will run from 2018 to 2032.

Velib’s 20,000 heavy grey bikes and 1,800 docking stations, which have inspired bike-sharing schemes in cities worldwide, will be replaced in a few weeks this winter.

France’s-sharing vision is led by Montpellier-based privately held firm Smove, which operates the city’s rental schemes in several French cities, and a string of international cities including Helsinki, Moscow, Chica go, Vancouver, Bangkok and Marrakech.

French outdoor advertising firm JCDecaux, which has operated the scheme for the past decade, has said it will appeal the tender award. —Reuters

* * *

**Myanmar International Programme Schedule**

(14-4-2017 07:00am – 15-4-2017 07:00am) MST

| 07:03 Am | News |
| 07:06 Am | Myanmar’s Traditions and Culture “A star about of Rainbows” |
| 07:51 Am | Phalietic Pleasure |
| 09:03 Am | News |
| 08:26 Am | Traditional Rahkine Thingyan Festival |
| 08:44 Am | Thingyan Songs & Dances |
| 09:03 Am | News |
| 09:25 “ | Mon Traditional Wedding |
| 09:35 “ | Myanmar Social & Charitable Association (Ep-2) (In vitro Hospital) |
| 10:03 Am | News |
| 10:56 Am | Simple Living With High Spirit |
| 11:39 Am | A Visit To Ye |

**Prime Time**

| 07:03 Pm | News |
| 07:26 Pm | Welcome To Naga Land |
| 08:03 Pm | News |
| 08:26 Pm | The Stories Of The Great Souls (Daw Saw Mone Nyin-A Living Literary Legend Of Myanmar) |
| 08:54 Pm | Chuang Tha Souvenir Business |

**Remark:**

- 07:00 Am to 11:30 Am - Live: Mandalay Thingyan Festival
- 03:00 Pm to 06:00 Pm - Live: Mandalay Thingyan Festival
- 07:00 Pm to 11:30 Am - Live: Mandalay Thingyan Festival
- 09:00 Pm - 11:00 Pm) (Repeat 09:00 Am – 11:00 Am)
- 11:00 Pm – 03:00 Am (Repeat 07:00 Am – 11:00 Am)

**For Detailed Schedule – www.myanmaritv.com/schedule**
Centurion Ronaldo reaches another milestone

MADRID — Real Madrid’s Cristiano Ronaldo may be on course for his worst domestic goal haul since 2010 but with two strikes against Bayern Munich in the Champions League quarter-final first leg on Wednesday he became the first player to score 100 goals in UEFA competitions.

Zinedine Zidane’s side drew with neighbours Atletico Madrid in La Liga on Saturday and looked likely to fall short after being outplayed by Bayern in the first half before Ronaldo came to the rescue to seal a 2-1 win.

When Arturo Vidal headed the hosts into a 25th-minute lead, Bayern appeared on course for a 17th consecutive European home victory, but the game turned following Vidal’s missed penalty and Ronaldo equalised with a fine volley early in the second period.

Javi Martinez’s sending-off just after the hour mark handed Real the initiative, and the 32-year-old Ronaldo clinched Real’s victory when he beat Manuel Neuer after being picked out by Marco Asensio in the 77th minute.

While the Portugal forward has demonstrated an ability to win matches single-handedly throughout his career, his latest survival act came in an unfavourable context having struggled to hit the lofty heights he sets himself in La Liga this season. The award winner will be announced on 23 April.— Reuters

Two Chelsea players make six-man shortlist for PFA award

LONDON — Premier League-leading Chelsea’s success on the pitch has been recognised by the Professional Footballer’s Association (PFA) with Eden Hazard and N’Golo Kante making the shortlist for the organisation’s Players’ Player of the Year award.

The six-player list named on Thursday also includes Tottenham Hotspur striker Harry Kane, Manchester United’s leading scorer Zlatan Ibrahimovic, Everton striker Romelu Lukaku and Arsenal talisman Alexis Sanchez.

Chelsea’s title charge has been led by Belgian winger Hazard, who has scored 14 goals, and defensive midfielder Kante, who is named for the second year in a row, the Frenchman having helped Leicester City win the Premier League last season.

With Arsenal looking unlikely to end their 13-year wait for the title, Sanchez has single-handedly kept the North London club in the hunt for a top-four finish with 18 goals this campaign.

Everton’s Lukaku leads the race for the golden boot with 23 goals, followed by Kane on 19 goals.

Ibrahimovic, 35, has bagged 17 league goals in his first season in England, having joined United from Paris St Germain at the start of the campaign.

Spurs midfielder Dele Alli is in contention to retain his Young Player of the Year award, joined on that list by team mate Kane, Lukaku, Manchester City winger Leroy Sane, goalkeeper Jordan Pickford and Burnley defender Michael Keane.

Alli, 21, joined from second-tier side Milton Keynes Dons in 2015 and his 16 goals and five assists have been crucial to second-placed Spurs’ title hopes this season. The award winner will be announced on 23 April.— Reuters

Atletico’s Griezmann demonstrates class against Foxes

MADRID — Atletico Madrid’s Antoine Griezmann demonstrated his importance to the Spanish club when his lightning pace forced a penalty that gave his side a crucial 1-0 victory over Leicester City in their Champions League quarter-final first leg on Wednesday.

Griezmann, who finished third in the Ballon d’Or voting last year, has carried Atletico at times this season and it was his break that set up the penalty that he then converted past Kasper Schmeichel.

It was his 24th goal of the season, five of which have come in the Champions League, the competition Atletico are desperate to win having finished as runners-up twice in three years.

“He’s a fabulous player,” Atletico coach Diego Simeone said of the French international. “He’s a complete player, you don’t even know his position anymore, he’s all over the pitch.

“He’s everywhere. He can work in midfield, assist like a second striker and score like a striker. He’s still growing, of course, but he’s having a great end to the season and is taking responsibility in accordance with his status in the team.”

“The 26-year-old, who is frequently linked with a move away from the Vicente Calderon, caused problems all over the pitch, with the Leicester defence working at full capacity to prevent him doing any more damage.

Leicester manager Craig Shakespeare said he had to tinker with his team’s set-up to shake off the dangerous forward, who Simeone has given the licence to roam.

“We made changes at half-time to control Griezmann more as he was getting too much space between the lines,” he said.— Reuters